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Loving the Berkshire area so much, and despite 

travelling to many places both domestic and 

abroad, he has never lived or wanted to live more 

than 1.5 miles from Wokingham town centre.

With a passion for property, he left school and 
joined a Letting Agency in Woodley and has 
been in the industry ever since. Accumulating 
an impressive 25 years of experience, he has 
witnessed many changes in market conditions  
and has worked with a variety of clients in both 
the sales and lettings arena.

Through listening to what his clients had to say, 

Daniel was very conscious that the field of Estate 

Agency was evolving and in response he set up 

Property Assistant UK with his wife Julie in 2014.  

The motivation of the company is to focus on 

people and not just properties; and by sharing 

his knowledge and experience he provides an 

outstanding personal service to all clients.

His calm and conscientious approach in what is 

one of the five most stressful life events has helped 

thousands of people move home over the years. 

Don’t just take our word for it:

“A first class service, from a knowledgeable and 
professional team. Daniel gave us clear advice from 
the start of the process, consistent with their approach 
and had excellent knowledge of the local market. 
Choosing an estate agent can be daunting but I cannot 
fault this team, they provide a stand out service.”  
Pamela – Seller 2021

“I hope others trying to sell their property will not do 
the same mistake as I did and go for another estate 
agent simply because they are well-known. 

After two unsuccessful attempts to sell my house 
with another agent, I had enough and decided to 
give Daniel and team a try. They really mean it when 
they say they are a family business. Instead of the 
usual corporate fluff that I got from others, they were 
there when I had questions, when I was worried and 
Dan kept calling everyone to ensure the sale gets 
completed. 

They really provided an excellent service which after 
my previous experience I could not take for granted. 
Even if the sale hadn’t gone through, I would have said 
with certainty that it was not because of lack of trying 
or hard work. Thank you Dan!”  
Anna – Seller 2021

Introducing 
Daniel Lawry
Daniel was born in Reading which is 

where he spent his formative years and 

where he completed his education.
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